
What other Professionals are saying about MasterStream®

"You'd be making a serous mistake in your future income by not going to the seminar. MasterStream can literally transform
your ability to understand the sales process. I can remember my first seminar, 1993, like it was yesterday. Unbelievably powerful.
You will wish you had this information 10 years ago!"

Michael C. Scholtz ePro, SFR

“I was trained from the beginning in the MasterStream Method and I’ve been the top sales person in my last three companies.
And, it’s not because I’m something special, it’s because I followed the MasterStream. It’s easy, comfortable and it just works.
Now that I’m the sales manager it’s the only training I give my sales people. You will see the difference on your front line and
bottom line. I say it’s like magic.”

Linda Thompson | Division Sales Manager
Support Financial Resources, Inc.

“There’s no doubt MasterStream increased my production 50% in one year – I’m now up to $4.8 million in total production!
I now know how to manage my clients tension and the results are shorter presentations, faster closes and 33 plans sold.”

Stephanie Jones, CFP
IDS Financial Services

“With all my varied 40 year work experience in management and sales, I found that MasterStream proved to provide the most
significant impact on sales results that I have experienced. Following the MasterStream training, and implemention of this
selling process at SFR resulted in a dramatic change, not only in my professional life but my personal life as well. It is a system
which I will carry with me well into the future.”

John Davis | Account Executive
Support Financial Resources, Inc.

“My sales team and I attended T’s MasterStream Sales training seminar. Even those of us who have been selling for a long
time, were impressed at this logical, practical approach to selling. We are excited about applying the MasterStream Method
to better understand our clients and use ‘tension management’ to close more business comfortably.”

Frances M. Queen
Queen Associates, Inc
Women Presidents Organization of Charlotte

“I started using MasterStream’s clear framework as a method in the early 1990’s as a way to truly connect with my clients
and as a tool to train others. My delight over the years as I have refined and deepened my understanding of this method is that
its applications are numerous. The methods provide a framework that allows you to step away from your own predispositions
and biases and approach issues with an open mind. When applied, I am amazed at how quickly rapport is built and problems
are solved.”

Mary Terry, Regional Vice-President
Ameriprise Financial



“I’ve always been bothered by the hard sell closes and objection handlers that I was taught, but didn’t know of any other way
to close a sale. MasterStream has taught me how to have my prospects close themselves – and I rarely hear an objection!”

Hubert Paddock
Realtor CRS

"When I first started I couldn't seem to figure out what was wrong. Then I realized that I was telling my clients what I thought
they needed. The only reason I was the "top onsite trainer" for sales of additional training in 2008 was because I stopped telling
and started using the MasterStream Method of selling. All of the wisdom from this simple, straightforward, yet powerful way
to just ask the right questions, at the right time, is paying off. They tell themselves what they need, we just provide the solution."

Sharon Tick, Speaker/Trainer/Consultant
T & T Training, LLC

"Attending ‘Master Stream: Precision Sales Techniques’ was one of the best things I ever did for my career! Learning what
inspires customers to buy, understanding ‘the psychology of buying’, and what I can do to influence and move customers
through the process, has given me an entirely new tool which consistently makes a positive difference in my results. I am an
experienced sales professional, exposed to some of the top sales training programs in the U.S., and I was amazed at how much
I learned. This is not the ‘same old, same old’, but a unique, brilliantly-designed, and thoroughly developed program of material,
that when used will produce predictable and powerful results. T Falcon Napier is a ‘Trainer's Trainer’, involving the audience
to insure the mastery of the materials."

Marie Fratoni, Executive Director and Independent Associate
Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc.

“I put your method to use with a gentleman that was some what apathetic in implementing his financial analysis. The planner
and I were able to increase his tension and actually have him purchase products that totaled over $600,000 in weighted
production!  I know that this sale would not have been accomplished had I not had the experience of learning MasterStream.”

John Poole, CFP, Division Vice President
IDS Financial Services

“I’ve been with the company for five years, and, in my opinion, if I had been trained in your concept right from the beginning,
I am positive I could have changed a lot more of my prospects into clients.”

Margaret May Damen, CFP, Gold Team
IDS Financial Services

“During my 35 year speaking career I have seen every conceivable approach to modifying human behavior to create increased
effectiveness regardless of it’s focus; sales, management, leadership and relationships.  MasterStream and Changeworks are
truly revolutionary and stand head and shoulders above everything I have ever used.  I’m proud to be certified in these
disciplines.”

Tim Connor, CSP
Author, world renowned speaker and trainer

“As a speaker, trainer and coach for over 38 years I have found MasterStream and ChangeWorks to be the most practical and
profound method for influencing change. Hands Down. It provides clarity of purpose and specific direction - like having a
compass in turbulent waters.”

Edie Raether, MS, CSP
International speaker, trainer, author

“I felt like my business was on the verge of collapse because I just couldnít keep enough new business coming in AND get the
work done my clients were paying me to do for them. MasterStream has given me a way to shorten my sales process, shorten
my sales presentation and boost my referrals by enough that they are covering the new client goals I set ñ and I only finished
the program 6 months ago.”

Byron Rafferty
IDS Financial Services



“MasterStream has made me much more aware of what makes a sale happen – I’m not nearly as worried about what I say as
how I say it. Itís given me more confidence. In my first six months, I sold 6 houses since MasterStream, another 20!”

Tom Stevens
Real Estate CRS CRB

“I brought MasterStream into our sales division training program about 4 years ago. Not only did our results improve quickly,
we are not the division to beat and have been for quite a while! At this rate, I just might get to enjoy an early retirement.”

Antoine Sasoir, CLU, REBC

“You are great! Quite frankly, your program, ‘MasterStream’ is probably the best and most innovative idea my people and I
have ever seen.”

William Eychaner, CFP,Division Vice President
IDS Financial Services

“I’ve got MasterStreamís only rule – ‘Pay Attention to Tension’ – plastered on my wall, jotted in my daytimer, floating on my
screen saver, displayed on my cell phone and taped to my dashboard! It’s the most powerful reminder I need for changing the
course of my business!”

Len Azur
Educational Planning

“What I thought was a well-laid-out sales approach was actually doing more damage to my sales than I realized. Thanks to
MasterStream, I’ve streamlined my presentation from beginning to end – and now my prospects become my customers more
easily.”

Eugene Goldberg
IDS Financial Services

“It’s amazing the things we overlook as we become more and more experienced in our industry. If I had realized the damage
I was doing with all the ‘verbal pats on the back’ that I’ve given my prospects and clients, I would have bitten my tongue and
probably sold a lot more!”

Francis Calleigho
Business planning

“I made just a handful of changes to my sales presentation to see if it would make any noticeable difference... and it DEFINITELY
did! I could actually FEEL that my prospect was with me and easily moving toward a sale.”

Sean Banks
IDS Financial Services

“After suffering through years of having basic, impractical and pointless corporate training programs forced upon me, itís
great to finally find a program that I think works. This was the best training that I have ever been a part of!”

Raymond Phelts, CLTC
IDS Financial Services

“When I realized all the small mistakes that I was routinely making on my sales calls, I was pretty shocked! Now I know how
to avoid making them, and what to do instead.”

Andrew Scott, CFP
IDS Financial Services



“I can’t begin to tell you how many training sessions Iíve endured in the 23 years I’ve been in the business, but MasterStream
is the FIRST that taught me something MAJOR I had never heard of or thought about before – and THAT’S actually motivated
this old-pro to get back out there SELLING again.”

Jim VanBuren, CFP, ChFC, CLU
Financial Planning

“After we included MasterStream Method training in our normal training procedures for new hires, sales for the first year
financial planners went up 267%.”

Mary Terry, CFP, Division Vice President
Financial Planning

“I’ve been working in finance for a very, very long time and I guess I’m one of the ‘good ole boys’ who thinks they know
everything. MasterStream showed me that even those prospects I thought were ‘unsellable’ can still become clients if I focus
on where their tension is.”

Kenneth Davidson
IDS Financial Services

“Now that I’ve learned MasterStream, I don’t think that here is ANYTHING more critical to a sale that tension management!
It has helped me do more business, get more referrals, and earn more money than I ever thought I would ...EVER!”

Katie Critelli
Real Estate

“I’ve always hated trying to use an impersonal sales script. MasterStream gives me room to be myself while still keeping my
sale on track.”

Annika Spreck
IDS Financial Services

“My colleagues told me that selling financial planning services would be much harder than selling real estate, which I had
done for nearly a decade. But the MasterStream program made the switch a breeze, and my only regret is that I didn’t know
all of this when I was selling houses!”

George Swanson
IDS Financial Services

“The MasterStream Method helped me take my long winded presentation and refine it into a very tight and powerful sales tool.
I’m selling more than I did before and I’ve freed up a lot more time for my family.”

Sandy Know, CFP
IDS Financial Services

“I’ve been ‘caught’ using a script before, so I can tell you from my personal experience that nothing will kill rapport and
credibility (not to mention the sale) faster! But that’s how most of us were taught to sell. If I had learned MasterStream when
I first got started in this business, I wouldn’t have needed a script.”

Frederick Pohl
IDS Financial Services

“Even after being around as long as I have (and I’m from a time before TV), it’s remarkable how much the skills I’ve learned
from MasterStream have polished my performance. I guess you can teach an old dog new tricks.”

Samuel Cummings, CFP
IDS Financial Services



“After going through your program, I modified my literature in just a few key areas to pay more ‘attention to tension’ and in
the first few weeks since I started using the new brochures, I have received the same amount on inquires as the past few YEARS
using the old literature!”

James King
Life Insurance

“When I saw the sticker that told me to start with Lesson 3, curiosity got the best of me and I actually listened to Lesson 1 first.
Now, I might be the unusual listener, but that made me clearly aware of why MasterStream makes so much sense!”

Kristi Walker, Broker
Real Estate

“I  just had to tell you that I agree with you 100%. I built my 20+ year business on providing value to my clients – and I have
a loyal, repeat customers that refer me like crazy to show for it. I canít tell you how impressed I am with the MasterStream
Method from beginning to end!”

Bud Sloan, CPCU
Property & Casualty Insurance

“Everyone talks about ethics in sales, but honestly, I didn’t think it was possible to make a living without compromising some
of my ethics, and that really bothered me. Then I listened to Lesson 2. Now, the sales I make are satisfying, strong sales that I
believe will create a steady stream of referrals and business for the future.”

John Hansen
Annuities

“T. really opened my mind to a new and very logical way of thinking about why people buy anything. Now that I focus on where
my prospects are out of control (and how my products and services can give them the control they want) it’s become a Lot
easier to sell!”

Constantine Weber
Banking

“It can sometimes be hard to get clients to articulate what they really want so I can provide them with what they really need
to get them there. MasterStream has helped me ask the right questions – and, more importantly, in the right order – to make
the sale and get my clients exactly what they want.”

Anthony Smith
IDS Financial Services

“I have never really been comfortable with my presentation skills, and as a result I have never been 100% on my sales game.
The program showed me how to have an effective dialogue that has helped me be more relaxed during a sale than I ever thought
I could be.”

Karen Richards, CSA
Estate Planning

“Our division had consistently been at the bottom of the barrel when it came to overall production, but thanks to our training
in MasterStream, we have been ranking in the top 3 for the last 6 months! What a great feeling! Thanks T!”

Chad Jillings
IDS Financial Services

“Not only did I get complete training program, but the ongoing coaching calls help me put what I have learned into action.
That’s what makes the biggest difference for me!”

Roberto Vasquez
Worksite Marketing



“When you told me that MasterStream would have my prospects closing themselves, I didn’t believe you one bit! Now, 50+
new clients later, I’m a firm believer.”

Kyle Epstein, CFM
IDS Financial Services

“It was daunting to memorize the amount of information I was required to in order to give what the corporate ‘big wigs’
considered to be an effective sales presentation. Following the simple steps that MasterStream provided makes it MUCH easier
for a novice like me to get right into the business of finding clients.”

Kelly Bridge
Retirement Planning

“If there is anything that sales people hate to deal with itís objections, but since I completed the MasterStream training program,
I have been encountering less and less objections, and NONE of them have been a problem.”

Timothy Phillips, CPA, CFP, ChFC
IDS Financial Services

“Half of selling is sorting your qualified from your non-qualified prospects. Sometimes this can be a real pain, but MasterStream
gave me an was way to do it that I could actually incorporate into my initial presentation.”

Walter Norspeck
Annuities

“MasterStream taught me how to get more referrals than I ever thought possible. No more cold calling for me, and that’s what
I wanted from the get-go!”

Kendra Spencer
Estate Planning

“People want what you are selling, that’s why they are talking to you, and MasterStream will show how easy it is to get out
of their way and support them in selling themselves on our product.”

Robert Plaza
IDS Financial Services

“I’ve heard rave reviews about MasterStream from a friend, so my expectations were very high! I never expected to learn as
much as I did as fast as I did! This program truly is what every sales person needs to know, no matter how long they’ve been
selling.”

Hugh Baker
Retirement Planning

“The BBVA really helped me take a critical look at my business and helped me determine the areas I was on-track and several
areas I needed help!”

Catherine Schwartz,ChFC
Annuities

“I  personally had the opportunity to visit with a client the day following the meeting. I ‘paid attention to tension’ and the client
wrote a check for $436,000!”

Jerome McLeod, Jr. CRP, Division Vice President
IDS Financial Services



“It really does bother me that Real Estate agents have earned a somewhat bad reputation over the years for using manipulative
sales techniques because although that’s how we are taught, that’s not how I am. I was very happy when I learned how
MasterStream could help me accomplish my sales goals without being pushy or offensive.”

Alex Bronswick
Realtor CRS

“MasterStream looks so detailed when you first see it! (I must admit I was a bit worried Iíd get left in the dust.) But, the concepts
and techniques the MasterStream training gave me were amazingly easy to grasp, and almost as easy to put to use.  For me,
that’s what makes the difference between using a program – or leaving it on my bookshelf.”

Sandra Witworth, RHU
Health Insurance

“After tracking the ‘tension flow’ of our current sales presentation, I was absolutely amazed that I’ve sold as much as I have!
Since I started ‘Paying Attention to Tension’ my closing rate has nearly doubled.”

Jim Cunningham, CFP
IDS Financial Services


